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Introduction
Standard intertemporal choice theory has long assumed that agents derive their
satisfaction directly from the rate of consumption. Hindy, Huang, and Kreps (1992)
(and, for the stochastic case, Hindy and Huang (1992)) strikingly show that such a
specication of intertemporal preferences does not capture the substitutability of
consumption over time, the reason being that the rate of consumption reacts too
sensitively to small changes of the lifetime consumption plan. As a remedy Hindy,
Huang, and Kreps (1992) proposed to replace the rate of consumption with some
level of satisfaction which keeps track of past consumption. Indeed, preferences
based on the latter quantity treat consumption of one and the same good at dierent
but nearby times as substitutes.
Once this new approach to intertemporal choice theory has been accepted, it is
important to understand the consumption behavior such preferences induce. This
is the aim of the present paper, which extends our previous work, Bank and Riedel
(1998), on HindyHuangKreps-preferences under certainty to the choice problem
under uncertainty.
Approaching the utility maximization problem at rst from a general perspec-
tive, we establish existence and uniqueness of optimal consumption plans. Exis-
tence of a solution to the utility maximization problem is an issue in the stochastic
framework, since budget sets are no longer compact as in the deterministic setting.
Using a new method which is based on a theorem of Komlós (1967) and its exten-
sion by Kabanov (1999), we are able to give a short proof of existence of an optimal
policy under convex portfolio constraints. This includes the cases of complete as
well as incomplete markets, and extends the result of Jin and Deng (1997) who
prove existence for the special case of short-sale constraints in a diusion model.
Moving on, we study the characterization and construction of optimal consump-
tion plans when markets are complete. In this context, Hindy and Huang (1993)
use the Bellmann methodology to derive sucient conditions for optimality based
on the Hamilton-Jacobi-Bellmann equation; in a special case, this allows them to
give an explicit solution. Instead of using the Bellman approach, we extend the
Kuhn-Tucker-like theorem of Bank and Riedel (1998) from the deterministic to the
stochastic framework, thereby obtaining necessary and sucient conditions for op-
timality. This way of attacking the problem is similar to the Cox and Huang (1989)
method in the time-additive case.
The explicit construction of optimal plans is more dicult than in the deter-
ministic case, where the optimal level of satisfaction is a smooth time-dependent
function of the current price for consumption. Since the present context allows
for price processes of unbounded variation, the optimal level of satisfaction can
no longer be of this form, because  as an average  it typically has bounded
variation.
Proceeding from our characterization of optimal plans, we derive an equation
(cf. (17)) characterizing what we call theminimal level of satisfaction, and show that
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the investor optimally consumes just enough to keep his level of satisfaction always
above this minimum. This allows us to reduce the utility optimization problem to
nding a solution to the minimal level equation, which, therefore, plays here the
same role as the Hamilton-Jacobi-Bellman equation in the dynamic programming
approach.
In a homogeneous setting where in particular prices are driven by a LØvy process,
we provide an explicit solution to the minimal level equation. This gives the explicit
description of the optimal consumption plan and allows us to calculate the indirect
utility in closed-form.
We carry out several case studies illustrating the considerable exibility of the
Hindy-Huang-Kreps framework. The whole variety of consumption patterns can
arise, depending only on the structure of the respectively chosen stochastics. If
state prices are driven by Brownian motion, optimal consumption is singular with
respect to Lebesgue measure, as already pointed out by Hindy and Huang (1993).
If prices are driven by a Poisson process, the occurring price shocks or  in the
terminology of Hindy and Huang (1992)  the corresponding information surprises
induce the investor to consume in gulps, if there is a ‘nice’ downward price shock.
If prices jump upward, he refrains from consumption for a while, until he has got
‘unsatised’ or rich enough to make him willing to consume again.
An outline of the paper is as follows. In Section 1 we introduce the general tech-
nical framework and formulate the utility maximization problem. Section 2 proves
existence and uniqueness of a solution. In Section 3 we give necessary and su-
cient conditions for optimality when the considered nancial market is complete.
Furthermore, we investigate the general structure of optimal consumption plans
and motivate the concept of the ‘minimal level of satisfaction’. Finally, Section 4
provides some explicit solutions.
1 Formulation of the Utility Maximization Problem
Consider an investor who wishes to consume his initial wealth w  0 over a xed
nite time period 0; T . Assume he can invest in a money market account with
interest rate r  rt; 0  t  T, a bounded adapted process, and in at
least one risky security. Uncertainty is described by a ltered probability space
Ω;FT ; Ft; 0  t  T; IP satisfying the usual conditions of right continuity and
completeness; F0 is IP-a.s. trivial. A priori, the consumption plans at the investor’s
deposit are given by
X fC j C is the distribution function of an optional random measure1g;
while his budget-feasible set is
Aw fC 2 X jΨC  wg :
1Equivalently, C : Ω  0; T  ! IR is a nonnegative, adapted process with increasing, rightcon-
tinuous paths.
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Here, ΨC 2 0;1 denotes the minimal initial capital needed to nance a given
consumption plan C 2 X by investing in the assets of the nancial market. We
assume this quantity can be expressed in the form 2
ΨC  sup
IP2P
IE
Z T
0
γtdCt C 2 X(1)
where γt  exp

− R t0 rsds and P is a xed nonempty set of probability mea-
sures on Ω;FT . The specic choice of this set is determined by the risk-structure
of the considered nancial market. The elements of P are called risk-neutral mea-
sures.
Remark 1.1 Note that the above formulation allows for incomplete markets and,
more generally, even for markets under convex constraints; see, e.g., Föllmer and
Kabanov (1998), Föllmer and Kramkov (1997), Cvitanic and Karatzas (1993).
To illustrate this further, let us consider a model of a security market consisting of
a riskless bond and a stock. Assume short selling of the stock is prohibited. Föllmer
and Kramkov (1997) show that this economic setting may be captured by choosing
P fIP  IP j IP is a supermartingale measure for each S 2 Sg;
where S denotes the set of all gain processes which are attainable by some admissible
strategy without short selling. More precisely, they prove that
sup
IP2P
IEγTH
is the minimal amount needed to hedge a given contingent claimH  0withmaturity
T . For a consumption plan C 2 X, this induces formula (1) for the minimal budget
the investor needs to nance it.
With a given consumption plan C 2 X the investor associates the utility
UC 
Z T
0
ut; YCtdt
whereu : 0; T IR ! IR denotes a continuous felicity function which is increasing
and concave in its second argument, and where
YCt yt
Z t
0
t; sdCs
2By convention, integration over time intervals is carried out including the involved nite
boundaries. We let any consumption stream start in C0− 0; a positive value at time 0 in-
dicates an initial consumption gulp and corresponds to a point mass C0 > 0 of the random
measure dC at time t  0. Similarly, we henceforth assume that any other integrator B starts
from some initial value B0− assumed to be zero unless otherwise stated.
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is the investor’s level of satisfaction obtained from his consumption up to time
t 2 0; T . We assume that the deterministic functions y : 0; T  ! IR and  :
0; T   0; T  ! IR are continuous and nonnegative. t; s describes the weight
assigned at time t to consumption made at time s  t; yt may be interpreted as
an exogenously given level of satisfaction for time t.
Remark 1.2 A standard choice for  and y is t; s e−t−s and yt e−t
with constants ; > 0; compare, e.g., Sundaresan (1989), Constantinides (1990).
The investor’s problem is to maximize his expected utility over all budget-
feasible consumption plans, i.e.,
max
C2Aw
IEUC:(2)
2 Existence and Uniqueness
This section is devoted to the proof of existence and uniqueness of a solution for
the utility maximization problem (2) under
Assumption 2.1 We have
(i) the felicity function u is bounded,
or
(ii) the felicity function satises the growth-condition
ut;y  A (1y 8 0  t  T ;y  0(3)
for some constants A > 0;  2 0;1 and there is a risk-neutral measure I^P 2 P
with density Z^  dI^PdIP satisfying
Z^−1 2 Lp^IP(4)
for some p^ > 1− .
Remark 2.2 Similar assumptions on felicity functions have beenmade for the case of
time-additive functionals in Cox and Huang (1991) and Aumann and Perles (1965).
The example in Kramkov and Schachermayer (1998) suggests that it is in general
impossible to weaken our assumption. An integrability condition similar to (4) can
be found in Cuoco (1997).
The following is the main result of this section.
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Theorem 2.3 Under Assumption 2.1, the utility maximization problem (2) has a so-
lution. This solution is unique if, in addition, ut; : is strictly concave for every
t 2 0; T  and C , YC is injective up to IP-indistinguishability.
Remark 2.4 Injectivity of C , YC follows, e.g., if t; s  1t2s for some
strictly positive, continuous functions 1, 2 : 0; T ! IR.
Let us prepare the proof of Theorem 2.3 by the following technical
Lemma 2.5 (i) There is a constant B > 0 such that
YCt  B1 Ct 0  t  T
for all C 2 X.
(ii) If Cn 2 X n  1;2; : : : converge weakly to C 2 X then
YCnt! YCt
for every point of continuity t of C .
(iii) Aw is norm-bounded uniformly in L1IP IP 2 P, i.e.,
sup
IP2P
sup
C2Aw
IECT < 1:
(iv) fUC;C 2Awg is uniformly IP-integrable.
Proof : (i) and (ii) follow immediately from our assumptions on y: and :; :.
The boundedness of the interest rate process r implies (iii). It remains to prove (iv).
This assertion is trivial if u is bounded. For unbounded u we show that fUC;C 2
Awg is bounded in LpIP with p  p^1p^ > 1. Indeed, in this case Assumption
2.1 and (i) yield
IE UCp  IE
 Z T
0
A1 YCtdt
!p
 c 1 IE CTp
for some constant c > 0. Note that p < 1, and apply Hölder’s inequality to get
IE CTp  IE
h
CTZ^
ip
IE
h
Z^−
p
1−p
i1−p  cwpIE hZ^−p^i1−p ;
for some constant c > 0 by (iii). In connection with the above estimation and (4),
this yields the desired LpIP-boundedness. 
Remark 2.6 Since uniform integrability implies L1-boundedness, part (iv) of the
above Lemma yields in particular that the value of our maximization problem (2)
is nite.
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Now we can give the
Proof of Theorem 2.3 Choose a maximizing sequence ~Cn 2 Aw n  1;2; : : :
for 2. By Lemma 2.5 (iii) and Kabanov’s version of Komlós’ Theorem (Kabanov
(1999), Lemma 3.5; Komlós (1967)), there exists a subsequence, again denoted by
~Cn

, which is almost surely weakly Cesaro convergent to some C 2 X, i.e.,
almost surely we have
Cnt  1
n
nX
k1
~Ckt! Ct n " 1
for every point of continuity t of C. By concavity, Cn is again a maximizing
sequence. We claim that C is optimal for (2). Indeed, since γ is continuous, we
have Z T
0
γtdCt  lim
n
Z T
0
γtdCnt IP-a.s.
Hence, by Fatou’s Lemma,
IE
Z T
0
γtdCt  lim inf
n
IE
Z T
0
γtdCnt  w;
for every IP 2 P, i.e., C 2 Aw. Furthermore, Lemma 2.5 (i) and (ii) yield
UCn ! UC for n " 1 IP-a.s. by dominated convergence. In connection with
part (iv) of the same lemma, this implies optimality of C by Lebesgue’s Theorem.
If two solutions ~C and C are not indistinguishable, then, by assumption, nei-
ther are their respective levels of satisfaction ~Y Y ~C and Y YC. Optimality
excludes that these levels only dier at time t  T because this would imply a (sub-
optimal) nal jump by one of the policies. Thus, on a set with positive probability
~Y and Y dier on an open time interval. Hence, by strict concavity of ut; : for
any t 2 0; T ,
IEU

1
2f ~C  Cg

 IE
Z T
0
u

t; 12f~Yt Ytg

dt
> IE
Z T
0
1
2
n
ut; ~Ytut; Yt
o
dt
 12fIEU ~C IEUCg
 max
C2Aw
IEUC
in contradiction to 12f ~C  Cg 2 Aw and to the optimality of ~C and C in this
set. 
3 Solutions in the Complete Case
Assume now that the nancial market is complete in the sense that P  fI^Pg
is a singleton. Thus there is precisely one risk neutral measure IP  I^P. Set
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Z^t  IE
h
Z^
Fti 0  t  T and suppose that Z^ satises the integrability condi-
tion (4). Let  t γtZ^t 0  t  T denote the associated state-price density.
From now on, we require, in addition to Assumption 2.1, the following
Assumption 3.1 The felicity function u  ut;y is strictly concave and dieren-
tiable in y .
Since a strictly concave and increasing function is strictly increasing, the above
assumption ensures that the investor’s utility function is non-satiated. Hence, he
will always exhaust his budget.
3.1 Necessary and Sucient Conditions for Optimality
In the complete setting described above, we can formulate and prove the following
analog of the Kuhn-Tucker Theorem for the utility maximization problem (2). It
provides a characterization of the solution to (2) in terms of the functional
Ct  IE
"Z T
t
@yus; YCss; tds
Ft
#
0  t  T ;C 2 X:(5)
Remark 3.2 Ctmay be interpreted as marginal utility resulting from an addi-
tional innitesimal consumption at time t, otherwise following the consumption plan
C 2 X. Note furthermore thatCt is always well-dened as a random variable
taking values in 0;1 because @yu and  are nonnegative. Mathematically, C
may be interpreted as the Riesz representation of the utility gradient at C , as pointed
out by Due and Skiadas (1994) in their Example 5.
Theorem 3.3 A consumption plan C 2 X solves (2) if and only if the following
conditions hold true for some Lagrange multiplier M  0:
(i) ΨC  w,
(ii) C  M IP-a.s.,
(iii) C is at o fC  M g IP-a.s., i.e.,
IE
Z T
0
1fCt6M tgdCt  0 :
Proof : Let us rst prove suciency. Take a budget-feasible C 2 Aw and let
Y YC, Y YC. By concavity of u and by denition of Y and Y, one has
IEUC− IEUC  IE
Z T
0
fus; Ys−us; Ysgds
 IE
Z T
0
f@yus; YsYs− Ysgds
 IE
Z T
0

@yus; Ys
Z s
0
s; t dCt− dCt

ds :
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We split up the last expectation in two terms:
I  IE
Z T
0

@yus; Ys
Z s
0
s; tdCt

ds
and
I  IE
Z T
0

@yus; Ys
Z s
0
s; tdCt

ds :
For the rst term Fubini’s Theorem yields
I  IE
Z T
0
(Z T
t
@yus; Yss; tds
)
dCt :
Since C is adapted, wemay replace the f: : :g-term in the above expression by its con-
ditional expectation which, by denition, is C; this follows, e.g., from Lemma
I.3.12 in Jacod and Shiryaev (1987). Hence,
I  IE
Z T
0
CtdCt  MIE
Z T
0
 tdCt  Mw
where the rst inequality follows from condition (ii) and the last inequality is due
to the budget constraint. By conditions (i) and (iii), the above calculation carried
out for C instead of C shows
I  IE
Z T
0
CtdCt  MIE
Z T
0
 tdCt  Mw:
Summing up, we nd
IEUC− IEUC  I − I  Mw −Mw  0
establishing suciency. Necessity follows from Lemma 3.4 and Lemma 3.5 below.

Before we attack the necessity part of the proof of Theorem 3.3, let us briey
sketch the argument. The idea is to proceed along the same lines as in the proof of
the nite-dimensional Kuhn-Tucker Theorem. In a rst step, we show that the can-
didate policy C solves the problem linearized around C. This is done in Lemma
3.4 below. Solutions of the linear problem are easily characterized (Lemma 3.5),
and it follows that C has to satisfy the conditions given in Theorem 3.3.
Lemma 3.4 Let C 2 Aw be optimal for (2) and let  C. Then C solves
the linear problem
max
C2Aw
IE
Z T
0
tdCt ;(6)
and the value of this problem is nite.
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Proof : Consider C 2Aw and let C  C 1−C 0    1. By optimality
of C and concavity of ut; : 0  t  T, we have for Y YC, Y YC,
Y YC
0  1

fIEUC− IEUCg
 IE
Z T
0
1

fus; Ys Ys− Ys−us; Ysgds
 IE
Z T
0
f@yus; Y sYs− Ysgds
 IE
Z T
0
f@yus; Y s
Z s
0
s; t dCt− dCtgds
 IE
Z T
0
f
Z T
t
@yus; Y ss; tdsg dCt− dCt
 IE
Z T
0
t dCt− dCt;
where t  R Tt @yus; Y ss; tds 0  t  T. Let furthermore  0. By
Fatou’s Lemma we have
lim inf
#0
IE
Z T
0
tdCt  IE
Z T
0
tdCt:(7)
We claim that
lim
#0
IE
Z T
0
tdCt  IE
Z T
0
tdCt(8)
whence we may deduce our assertion as follows. Letting  # 0 in the above series
of estimations, (7) and (8) give us
IE
Z T
0
tdCt  IE
Z T
0
tdCt:
Since C and C are adapted, Lemma I.3.12 of Jacod and Shiryaev (1987) allows us to
replace the term t in the above inequality by its conditional expectationt,
and we obtain indeed optimality of C for the linear problem (6).
It remains to prove (8). For this it suces to show that
I 
Z T
0
tdCt 0    12
has a IP-integrable upper bound. In the following chain of inequalities, we use the
estimate @yut;yy  ut;y − ut;0 for the concave felicity function and the
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estimates Ys  12Ys,
R s
0 s; tdCt  Ys for the level of satisfaction:
I 
Z T
0

@yus; Y s
Z s
0
s; tdCt

ds

Z T
0
@yus; Y sYsds
 2
Z T
0
@yus; 12Y
s12Y
sds
 2
Z T
0

us; 12Y
s−us;0

ds
 2
Z T
0
us; Ys−us;0 ds
 2
(
UC−
Z T
0
us;0ds
)
:
Since UC is integrable by Lemma 2.5 (iv), we have found the required upper
bound for I. 
Let us now discuss the linear problem (6).
Lemma 3.5 Let; be two strictly positive, rightcontinuous and adapted processes.
Then every solution C to the linear optimization problem
max
C2X
IE
Z T
0
tdCt s.t. IE
Z T
0
 tdCt  w(9)
satises
IE
Z T
0
1ft6M tgdCt  0;(10)
where
M  ess sup
Ω
sup
t20;T 
t
 t
:
Proof :
1. We rst show that the value v of the linear problem (9) is given byMw. Indeed,
it is easy to see that v  Mw. On the other hand, for every K < M the set
(
! 2 Ω

 
sup
t20;T 
t
 t
!
! > K
)
has positive probability. Therefore, letting
K  inf
(
t 2 0; T 
 t t > K
)
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we can nd c  0 such that CK  c1K;T 2 X satises IE
R T
0  tdCKt  w.
We have
Mw  v  IE
Z T
0
tdCKt  IE
h
cK1fK<1g
i
 IE
h
cK K1fK<1g
i
 KIE
Z T
0
 tdCKt
 Kw:
Letting K " M in the above inequality yields v  Mw.
2. Suppose that C is a solution to (9). Then by 1. and the denition of M
Mw  IE
Z T
0
tdCt  MIE
Z T
0
 tdCt  Mw
implying (10).

3.2 The Structure of Optimal Consumption Plans
As the nite-dimensional Kuhn-Tucker Theorem, our innite-dimensional version
(Theorem 3.3) does not yield an explicit description of the optimum. However, we
can use the obtained characterization to analyze the general structure of the solu-
tion, as we will show in this section. Themain result of this analysis will be Theorem
3.12. This theorem provides an equation characterizing what we call the ‘minimal
level of satisfaction’. This is an adapted process I  It; 0  t  T which gives
us a canonical lower bound at which the investor should optimally ‘reect’ his level
of satisfaction. In our non-Markovian setup, the equation characterizing this level
plays the same role as the Hamilton-Jacobi-Bellmann equation does in Dynamic
Programming.
As a rst application of Theorem 3.3, we prove a version of the Dynamic Pro-
gramming Principle:
Proposition 3.6 If C 2 X is a solution to (2) then, IP-a.s., it also solves the problem
Maximize IE UCjFt subject to C  C on 0; t and ΨtC  ΨtC
where
ΨtC
 1
γt
IE
"Z T
t
γsdCs
Ft
#
C 2 X
is the price-functional at time t. Thus, a consumption plan which is optimal at time
zero is its best continuation at any other time t > 0.
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Proof : Using the rst-order conditions satised by C, this can be shown by the
same calculation as for the suciency part of Theorem 3.3, now carried out for
conditional expectations instead of ordinary expectations. 
Let us now study the dependency of the optimal consumption plan on the ex-
ogenous level of satisfaction y:. To make this precise, let us specify the following
dynamics for the level of satisfaction:
Assumption 3.7 For a consumption plan C 2 X, the corresponding level of satis-
faction YC evolves according to the ODE
YC0−  ; dYCt  t dCt− YCt−dt 0  t  T(11)
where : is a strictly positive, continuous function 0; T  ! IR and   0 is a
constant.
Remark 3.8 The (unique) solution to (11) is given by
YCt  e−
R t
0 sds 
Z t
0
se−
R t
s vdv dCs 0  t  T :
Thus, the choice
yt e−
R t
0 sds; t; s se−
R t
s vdv 0  s  t  T
imbeds the above specication of Y: into the context of the preceding sections.
Under Assumption 3.7, C , YC is injective and, therefore, we may apply
Theorem 2.3 to obtain existence and uniqueness of an optimal consumption plan
for every choice of the initial level of satisfaction   0. In order to stress its
dependency on this parameter, let us denote this plan byCM;;M > 0 is the Lagrange
multiplier induced by our Kuhn-Tucker Theorem 3.3.
Now, we may ask: How does the optimal plan CM; depend on the initial level of
satisfaction ?
Lemma 3.9 Let Y: and ~Y: denote the functionals for the level of satisfaction with
initial value  and ~, respectively. Suppose 0    ~.
Then the respective optimal levels of satisfaction Y YCM;, ~Y  ~YCM;~with
the same Lagrange multiplier M > 0 are related by
~Yt  ~e−
R t
0 sds _ Yt 0  t  T :(12)
In particular, we have
dCM;~t  1f<tTgdCM;t ~fgdt(13)
where the second summand is the Dirac measure with point mass
~ Y− ~e−
R 
0 sds
at time
  inf
n
t  0
 ~e− R t0 sds  Yto :
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Proof : Let ~C 2 X be the consumption plan dened by the right side of (13).
From the dynamics for the level of satisfaction specied in Assumption 3.7, it may
easily deduced that ~Y ~C coincides with the right side of (12). Moreover, we see that
~Y ~C  Y on ; T. We will show that ~C is optimal for the problem with initial
level of satisfaction ~ and that it has Lagrange multiplier M > 0. By uniqueness of
this plan, we then obtain Equation (12).
So let us verify the rst-order conditions for ~C . For 0  t  T we have
~ ~Ct  IE
"Z T
t
@yu

s; ~Y ~Cs

s; tds
Ft
#
 IE
"Z T
t
@yu s; Ys s; tds
Ft
#
 CM;t(14)
 M t ;(15)
where Inequality (14) follows from ~Y ~C  Y; Inequality (15) is due to the rst-
order conditions satised by CM;. The above estimate shows that ~C satises the
rst-order inequality constraint with Lagrange multiplier M > 0.
Hence, it remains to check the at-o condition. Note rst that supp d ~C 
; T. Moreover, we have ~Y ~C  Y on ; T and, therefore, also ~ ~C  CM;
on this interval. Hence,
IE
Z T
0
1f ~ ~C6M gd ~C  IE
Z T

1fCM;6M gd ~C  0
where the last inequality is due to the absolute continuity of d ~C with respect to
dCM; and to the at-o condition satised by the latter consumption plan. 
Remark 3.10 The preceding lemma shows in particular that it suces to nd the
optimal consumption plan for   0. All other cases may be recovered from this one
by Equations (12) and (13).
Let us now motivate the announced concept of a ‘minimal level of satisfaction’
by some heuristics.
For every time t 2 0; T , consider an agent, called tAdam, who is born at time t.
tAdam starts with an initial level of satisfaction of zero. Taking the history Ft as
given, he solves
Maximize IE
"Z T
t
u v; YtCv dv
Ft
#
subject to ΨtC  wMt ;
where
YtCv

Z v
t
e−v−u dCu t  v  T
denotes the evolution of tAdam’s level of satisfaction if, from his birth on, he
follows the consumption plan C . We assume that, at his time of birth, tAdam is
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endowed with the initial capital wt  wMt needed to buy the optimal consumption
plan CMt which has Lagrange multiplier M > 0. This Lagrange multiplier is also
shared by all his brothers.
Now imagine that sAdam, with s < t, thinks about his consumption from time
t on. We claim that he can deduce his optimal behavior from observing his younger
brother tAdam. In fact, as long as sAdam’s level of satisfaction Ys:
YsCMs :
is strictly higher than tAdam’s, he should not consume. Once sAdam’s level
of satisfaction has dropped to tAdam’s level, it is optimal to mimic tAdam’s
behavior3.
Heuristically, we argue therefore that
It Ytt 0  t < T
is a universal lower bound from which we may recover all optimal consumption
plans CMt with the same Lagrange multiplier M > 0 via ‘reection’ of the level of
satisfaction. Lemma 3.11 belowmakes precise what we mean by ‘reecting the level
of satisfaction at a given lower bound’. We state this result only for initial time t
being equal to zero, the general case t  0 can be treated analogous. Figure 1 in
Section 4.1 below illustrates the way a consumption plan may be dened by this
property.
Lemma 3.11 Let I  It;0  t  T be a real valued, adapted RCLL-process. Set
Y It  e−
R t
0 sds
 
_ sup
0st
n
Ise
R s
0 sds
o!
0  t  T
and consider the rightcontinuous process of bounded variation CI dened by
CI0− 0; dCIt Y Itdt  t−1dY It 0  t  T :
This process is nondecreasing and adapted, and denes, therefore, a consumption
plan, i.e., CI 2 X. The level of satisfaction induced by this plan, YCI, coincides
with Y I and is minimal above I in the following sense:
YCIt  Y It  min
C2X; Y CI
Y Ct for all 0  t  T :
In particular, if t 2 0; T  is a point of increase of CI then YCIt  It.
We say, the consumption plan CI reects its associated level of satisfaction at the
process I.
Proof : Consider a consumption plan C 2 X. By Assumption 3.7, the process
AC dened by
AC0− ; ACt  e
R t
0 sdsYCt 0  t  T
3A formal proof of this fact can be given by applying the Dynamic Programming Principle of
Lemma 3.6 and by adapting Lemma 3.9 appropriately.
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is increasing and adapted. In terms of AC, the restriction YC  I may be
rewritten as
ACt  e
R t
0 sdsIt for all 0  t  T :
Obviously, the minimal increasing process AI which starts in AI0−  and dom-
inates the right side of this inequality is the running supremum
AIt  sup
0st
f_ e
R s
0 vdvIsg 0  t  T:
Note that, by denition, Y It  e−
R t
0 sdsAIt and
dCIt  1
t
e−
R t
0 sds dAIt 0  t  T ;
this yields C 2 X and YCI  Y I as claimed. Furthermore, minimality of Y I is
inherited from the minimality of AI . 
The above arguments suggests that, for a given Lagrange multiplierM > 0, there
exists a canonical lower bound I at which the investor should optimally reect his
level of satisfaction. However, the heuristic way to construct this minimal level de-
scribed above is far from being constructive, and, therefore, we would like to derive
additional properties of this process that allow to characterize it more explicitly.
To this end, let us suppose that the felicity function u satises
@yut;0  1 for all t 2 0; T :
Then our Kuhn-Tucker conditions imply that every tAdam immediately starts con-
suming at time t: otherwise his level of satisfaction would remain zero over an open
time interval, contradicting the inequality restriction
tCMt v
 IE
"Z T
v
@yu

s; YtCMt s

s; vds
Fv
#
 M s t  v  T
for optimal plans. Hence, at time v  t, the rst-order condition is binding for t
Adam and, therefore, we obtain the following equality for his level of satisfaction:
tCMt t  IE
"Z T
t
@yus; Ytss; tds
Ft
#
 M t :(16)
As pointed out above, we conjecture that tAdam reects his level of satisfaction
at some lower bound I. Thus, Lemma 3.11 (adapted for initial time t and initial
satisfaction zero) allows us to rewrite Equation (16) in terms of this process I:
IE
"Z T
t
@yu
 
s; sup
tvs
n
Ive−
R s
v xdx
o!
s; tds
Ft
#
 M t :(17)
Since I is a universal lower bound for every tAdam’s level of satisfaction, this
equality should hold true for every t 2 0; T . It yields the desired characterization
of the ‘canonical’ minimal level of satisfaction as can be seen by the following
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Theorem 3.12 Suppose I is an adapted RCLL-process with IT  0 which, for some
xed constant M > 0, satises Equation (17) at every time t 2 0; T . Then the
consumption plan CI which reects its associated level of satisfaction at I (cf. Lemma
3.11) is optimal for (2) given initial capital w  ΨCI. Moreover, its associated
Lagrange multiplier is given by M .
Proof : We verify the rst-order conditions for CI :
CIt  IE
"Z T
t
@yu
 
s; e−
R s
0 vdv
 
_ sup
0vs
n
Ive
R v
0 xdx
o!!
s; tds
Ft
#
 IE
"Z T
t
@yu
 
s; sup
tvs
n
Ive−
R s
v xdx
o!
s; tds
Ft
#
(18)
 M t :
The rst equality follows from the denition of CI and the explicit formula for
YCI provided by Lemma 3.11. The last equality is precisely Equation (17). Hence,
CI satises the inequality constraint CI  M . Moreover, if, for xed ! 2 Ω, t
is a point of increase for CI!; :, then we have
YCI!; s  sup
tvs
n
I!;ve−
R v
t xdx
o
for all s  t. Hence, we have equality in (18) whenever CI is increasing. This proves
the at-o condition for CI . 
Remark 3.13 In a discrete time setting, it is easy to construct a solution to (the
discrete-time analog of) Equation (17) via backwards induction, provided
@yut;0  1 and @yut;1  0
for all t 2 0; T . In the present continuous-time framework, this procedure is no
longer available. Indeed, the construction and even an existence proof of a solution
to (17) seem to be more involved and will, therefore, be discussed elsewhere.
From the above results, wemay derive the followingmethod to construct explicit
solutions to the utility maximization problem (2):
1. For every M > 0, nd an adapted RCLL-process I  IM which solves Equa-
tion (17) for every t 2 0; T .
2. For each M > 0, compute the price ΨCM of the consumption plan CM CIM
which reects its associated level of satisfaction at IM .
3. The consumption plan CM with ΨCM  w is then the unique solution to the
investor’s utility maximization problem (2).
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4 Explicit Solution in a Homogeneous Setting
In this section, we are going to derive some explicit solutions to the utility maxi-
mization problem (2) by applying the method described at the end of the preceding
section.
4.1 Heuristics for Computing the Minimal Level of Satisfaction
Let us try to nd a solution I  It; t  0 to the minimal level equation (17) by
looking for a ‘good’ candidate for this minimal level of satisfaction.
To this end, we rst recall the structure of optimal consumption plans as they are
derived in the ‘classical’ theory based on time-additive von Neumann-Morgenstern
utility functionals. In such a setting, utility is obtained from the current rate of
consumption, rather than from the instantaneous level of satisfaction. Apply-
ing methods of convex duality (confer, e.g., Cox and Huang (1989) and Karatzas,
Lehoczky, and Shreve (1987)), one shows that the marginal felicity of an optimal
consumption rate for this problem should equal some xed multiple of the state-
price density. This leads to the absolutely continuous optimal consumption plan
dCact  it; L tdt, where it; :  @yut; :−1 is the inverse of marginal fe-
licity and L is a strictly positive constant.
Since, at least formally, the level of satisfaction YC plays the same role for
our utility functional UC as does the rate of consumption for the classic von
Neumann-Morgenstern utilities, the above solution suggests to choose C 2 X such
that YCt  it; L t. However, the right side of this equality will typically
be of unbounded variation, while, under Assumption 3.7, the left side must have
bounded variation for any choice of C 2 X. Hence, there might be no C 2 X
inducing a level of satisfaction of the form suggested above. In any case, however,
we can consider the consumption plan CL which reects its associated level of
satisfaction YL YCL at
ILt  it; L t t  0 :
This denition is illustrated by Figure 1.
Remark 4.1 If we choose CL as described, the last part of Lemma 3.11 shows that,
for any two times s and t in which consumption occurs, the marginal rate of substi-
tution, expressed in terms of the level of satisfaction, is equal to the economic rate of
substitution:
@yus; Y Ls
@yut; Y Lt
  s
 t
:
Thus, IL gives us a ‘natural’ candidate for the minimal level of satisfaction I we
are looking for. However, there is an intuitive argument against the conjecture I 
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price standard of
living
time0
Figure 1: Typical paths for the state-price (light grey line), the level of satisfaction
YCL (black line) and its minimal level IL (grey line).
IL for some L  LM > 0. Indeed, consider Equation (17), which characterizes the
minimal level of satisfaction, for times t close to the time horizon T . It is easy to see
that a solution I to this equation must converge to zero as t " T . This corresponds
to the observation that, in the Hindy-Huang-Kreps-setting, the contribution to total
expected utility is considerably smaller for consumption at times close to the time
horizon T than for consumption at time zero, say. Our candidate it;M t,
however, converges to zero as t " T i  t " 1, a condition clearly not fullled
by any typical state-price deator. Therefore, the received candidate plans CL do
not take into account properly the time horizon T . In particular, the described
minimal level will not induce optimal consumption plans, if  as we assumed up
to now  the time horizon is nite. But for an investor with innite time horizon
this caveat does not apply. In fact, we can prove optimality of our candidate policies
in a homogeneous setting under this condition; confer Corollary 4.8.
4.2 The Homogeneous Setting
In contrast to the preceding sections let us henceforth assume that the investor’s
time horizon is innite: T  1. We furthermore suppose his felicity function to
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have the separable, homogeneous form
ut;y  e−t 1

y t  0; y  0(19)
for some constant  2 −1;1nf0g and denote by
it; z 

etz
− 11− t  0; z > 0
the inverse of its associated marginal felicity function @yut; :.
Remark 4.2 The case   0, corresponding to ‘log-felicity’, can be treated with the
samemethod as the ‘power-felicities’ above. However, for ease of exposition, we leave
this case to the interested reader.
We assume the function : of Assumption 3.7 to be a strictly positive constant
:   > 0. Hence, the level of satisfaction is a time-homogenous, exponentially
weighted average of past consumption:
YCt  e−t 
Z t
0
e−t−s dCs
with constants  > 0 and   0.
To ensure that the utility maximization problem is well-posed also for an innite
time horizon T  1, it is necessary (not sucient, see Theorem 4.9 below) to
introduce
Assumption 4.3  > 0.
Indeed, in case     0, it its easy to see that the investor obtains innite
utility IEUC  1 by consuming all his wealth in one single gulp at time t  0.
Furthermore, we assume that the unique state-price density  is of the form
 t  exp −Xt− r −t t  0;
for some LØvy process X with nite Laplace-exponent   2 IR (under IP).
Hence, interest rates are constant, rt  r  0, and uncertainty is introduced by a
stochastic process X with stationary and independent increments which possesses
all exponential moments
IE exp Xt < 1  2 IR; t  0 :
The Laplace-exponent : of X is then dened via
IE exp Xt  expt for all  2 IR, t  0 ;
see, e.g., Bertoin (1996). The constant  > 0 can be viewed as the ‘market price of
risk’. The deterministic case Xt  const  t is treated in Hindy, Huang, and Kreps
(1992) and Bank and Riedel (1998), and will, therefore, be excluded implicitly in the
following.
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Example 4.4 1. For X  Wt; t  0, a standard Brownian motion, we have
  122, and the state-price density
 t  exp

−Wt−

r  122

t

t  0
takes the well known form of a geometric Brownian motion. This specication
of  corresponds to the setup studied in Hindy and Huang (1993).
2. If X  Nt; t  0 is a Poisson process with upward (downward) jumps and
intensity , then   e − 1 and, therefore,
 t  exp

Nt−

r  e − 1

t

t  0
is a geometric Poisson process.
Remark 4.5 Note that the above examples describe indeed complete nancial mar-
kets if IF is the augmented ltration generated by X.
In the above setting, the consumption plans CL L > 0 dened in the preceding
section can be represented in the following form:
dCLt  1

e−t dALt t  0
where, for t  0,
AL0− ; ALt _
n
L−
1
1− St
o
(20)
with
St  sup
0st

 s−
1
1− e

− 1−

s

:(21)
As usual we have
YCLt  e−tALt t  0 :
4.3 A Solution to the Level Equation
Let us now prove that the consumption plans CL described above are indeed optimal
in their respective classAwΨCL. Following the method proposed at the end
of Section 3.2, we rst show that, in the above homogeneous setting, the candidates
IL L > 0 for the minimal level of satisfaction do indeed solve Equation (17) for
some M  ML > 0:
Lemma 4.6 In the homogeneous setting of Section 4.2, the process
ILt  it; L t 

Let t
− 11− t  0
solves Equation (17) for
M  IE
"Z 1
0
e−s inf
0vs
fe−1−−v vgds
#
L < 1 :(22)
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Proof : We have
IE
"Z 1
t
@yu
 
s; e−s sup
tvs
fILvevg
!
e−s−t ds
Ft
#
 IE
"Z 1
t
ete−s inf
tvs
fLe−1−−v vgds
Ft
#
 IE
"Z 1
0
e−s inf
0vs
fLe−1−−v  t  v
 t
gds
Ft
#
 t
 IE
"Z 1
0
e−s inf
0vs
fLe−1−−v vgds
#
 t
where the last equation holds true becauseX is a LØvy process. Thus, IL does indeed
solve Equation (17) forM  ML > 0 as dened in (22). Note thatM < 1 because
the inmum in its denition is always less than or equal to 1 and because  > 0
by Assumption 4.3. 
By the same arguments as in the proof of Theorem 3.12, we now can show that
the consumption plansCL satisfy the rst-order conditions (ii) and (iii) with T  1.
Moreover, it is easy to see that these conditions are sucient for optimality also in
the innite horizon case:
Theorem 4.7 A consumption plan C solves (2) for T  1 if the following condi-
tions hold true for some Lagrange multiplier M  0:
(i) ΨC  w,
(ii) C  M IP-a.s.,
(iii) C is at o fC  M g IP-a.s., i.e.,
IE
Z 1
0
1fCt6M tgdCt  0
where C is dened for C 2 X by (5) with T  1.
Proof : Without loss of generality we may assume IEUC < 1. Observe now
that every expression in the argument for the suciency part of Theorem 3.3 is
well-dened also for T   1. Hence, we may use this argument to deduce that
indeed IEUC  IEUC for any other consumption plan C 2Aw. 
We nally obtain
Corollary 4.8 In the homogeneous setting described in Section 4.2, the consumption
plan CL is optimal given initial capital w  ΨCL, provided this value is nite.
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4.4 Prices and Utilities
The preceding section shows that  in the homogeneous setting of Section 4.2 
the consumption plans CL L > 0 are optimal in their respective class provided
their price is nite. Hence, we still have to check for which parameter values of
the problem this condition is satised. Furthermore, we should calculate the exact
prices for varying Lagrange multiplier M > 0 in order to nd the plan whose price
coincides with a given initial capital w > 0.
4.4.1 Well-Posedness of the Utility Maximization Problem
We show that, in our homogeneous framework, the well-posedness of problem (2)
is (essentially) equivalent to the niteness of all prices of our candidate policies
CL L > 0. Thus, our method yields the complete solution to the problem provided
this problem is well-posed.
Theorem 4.9 The following assertions are equivalent:
(i) Finite prices: ΨCL < 1 for some (all) L > 0.
(ii) Finite utilities: IEUCL < 1 for some (all) L > 0.
(iii) The investor’s rate of time preference  satises
 > ^ r  1−


1−

− :(23)
If  < ^, then, for any initial wealth w > 0, there is a budget-feasible C with innite
expected utility, i.e., the optimization problem (2) is ill-posed.
Remark 4.10 Note that there is a slight ‘gap’ in Theorem 4.9, since it leaves open
whether or not the optimization problem is well-posed in case   ^. However,
as shown by Lemma 4.15 below, this case can be treated under some additional
assumption.
The proof of Theorem 4.9 will be prepared by the following Lemmata 4.11, 4.12,
and 4.13.
Lemma 4.11 (i) In terms of the increasing process AL, we may express the price
of the consumption plan CL as
ΨL ΨCL  1

IEAL− 

L > 0 ;(24)
where  is an independent exponential random time with parameter r > 0.
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(ii) We have ΨL < 1 for some (and then all) L > 0 i
IES <1 ;(25)
where  is as in (i). In particular, the price of every policy CL L > 0 is nite
if just one of these prices is nite.
(iii) The mapping L , ΨL is nonnegative, nondecreasing, and convex. If prices are
nite, we have ΨL " 1 as L # 0 and ΨL # 0 as L " 1. In particular, for every
initial capital w > 0 there is a consumption policy CL with price ΨL  w in this
case.
Proof : FromdCLt  1e−t dALt and partial integration of the price functional,
we deduce for all L > 0
ΨL  1

IE lim
T"1
 
ALTe−rT − 
Z T
0
ALtr  e−rt dt
!
:(26)
Hence,
IEAL  IE
Z 1
0
ALtr  e−rt dt < 1(27)
is necessary for ΨL < 1. It is also sucient since it implies
lim
T"1
ALTe−rT  0 IP-a.s.(28)
Indeed, otherwise we have limsupT"1ALTe−rT > 0 with positive IP
-
probability. Thus, on a set with positive IP-measure, there is a random  > 0
such that
ALne−rn  
along a sequence of random times n tending to 1 as n " 1. Without loss of
generality we may assume that n1 − n  1 for all n. Since AL is nondecreasing
we have ALte−rt  e−r > 0 whenever t 2 n;n  1 for some n. This
implies
R1
0 ALtr  e−rt dt  1 with positive IP-probability. Hence, (27)
implies (28). Furthermore the preceding considerations yield that (i) is implied by
(26).
For (ii) it remains to note that IEAL < 1 is equivalent to IES < 1.
This follows from AL  L− 11− S and
IEAL  L− 11− IES IE

− L− 11− S
  L− 11− IES  :
From (i) we deduce that ΨL is nonnegative, nondecreasing, and convex, since so
is AL. If prices are nite, AL0 is IP-integrable. Thus, ΨL # 0 for L " 1 by
dominated convergence. For L # 0, we have ΨL  CL0 " 1. This yields (iii).

The following is an analog of Lemma 4.11 for utilities instead of prices:
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Lemma 4.12 (i) In terms of the increasing process AL, we may express the ex-
pected utility of plan CL as
IEUCL  1
 IE

AL

L > 0 ;(29)
where  is an independent exponential random time with parameter .
(ii) We have IEUCL < 1 for all L > 0 i
IE S <1 ;(30)
where  is as in (i). In particular, the expected utility of every policy CL is nite
if just one of these utilities is nite.
Proof : Note rst that, because of Assumption 4.3, we have  > 0, and, there-
fore,  is well-dened. Now, (i) follows from YCLt  e−tALt and the denition
of the utility functional U:. For (ii) we note that
(
AL
  L− 1− S and
IE

AL
    L− 1− IE S :

Lemma 4.11 and Lemma 4.12 are valid for any semimartingale state-price density
which induces a constant interest rate. Yet, for the following lemma we need the
special LØvy-structure of  .
Lemma 4.13 (i) Let  be an exponential random time independent of X. We have
the Wiener-Hopf factorization
IE exp
 
 sup
0s
Xs
!
IE exp

 inf
0s
Xs

 IE exp X(31)
for all  2 IR.
(ii) If, in addition, X has no positive jumps and is neither a deterministic drift nor
the negative of a subordinator, then sup0s Xs is exponentially distributed.
The parameter  of its distribution is uniquely determined by   , where
 is the parameter of the exponential distribution of  .
(iii) Under the risk-neutral measure IP induced by  , X is again a LØvy-process
with nite exponential moments and its IP-Laplace exponent is given by
   − −−:(32)
Proof :
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(i) For t  0, let ~Xt  sup0st Xs. By Theorem VI.5(i) in Bertoin (1996), the
random variables ~X and ~X−X are independent. Hence,
IE expX  IE
h
exp ~X exp− ~X−X
i
 IE exp ~XIE exp− ~X−X :(33)
Using the Duality Lemma II.2 in Bertoin (1996) and the independence of X and
 , we see that
~X−X  sup
0s
fX − s−−Xg
has the same law as
sup
0s
f−Xsg  − inf
0s
Xs :
In connection with Equation (33), this yields (i).
(ii) This is Corollary VII.1.2 in Bertoin (1996).
(iii) By denition of  , the density process Z for IP and IP is given by
Zt  dIP

dIP
jFt  exp−Xt−−t t  0 :
Hence, for s; t  0, we may calculate the conditional IP-Laplace transform of
the increment Xt  s−Xt given Ft as follows:
IE

expXt  s−XtFt
 1
Zt
IE

expXt  s−XtZt  sFt
 1
Zt
IE

exp − Xt  s−XtFtexp−Xt−−t  s
 exps − −− :
Since the last quantity is deterministic and does not depend on t, the above
calculation shows that, also under IP, X has independent and stationary in-
crements. Furthermore, we can easily read o Equality (32) for the IP-Laplace
exponent :.

Now, we are in the position to give the
Proof of Theorem 4.9
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(i)a(iii) By Lemma 4.11 (ii), we know that (i) is equivalent to
1 > IES
 IE sup
0s
exp


1−Xs

− r  1−− 
1−

s

 IE exp
 

1− sup0sfXs sg
!
where  is an independent exponential random time with parameter r  
and
  1

− r  1−−  :
By Lemma 4.13 (i), the above calculation yields that (i) holds true i
IE exp


1−fX
 g

< 1 :
Since  is independent of X and exponentially distributed with parameter
r  , we may use Fubini’s Theorem to obtain equivalence of (i) and
r   > 


1−

 
1− :
Using the transformation rule (32), it is easy to see that this condition is indeed
equivalent to (iii).
(ii)a(iii) Making use of Lemma 4.12, we may follow a similar line of arguments as
in the proof of (ii)a(iii). First, (ii) is equivalent to
IE exp


1− fX g

< 1
where  is an independent exponential random time with parameter  >
0, and where  is dened as above. Using Fubini’s Theorem allows us to
conclude the equivalence of (ii) and
 > 


1−

 
1−;
which, by an easy calculation, can be shown to be equivalent to (iii), too.
To prove that problem (2) is ill-posed in case  < ^, let  > ^ be given and consider
the consumption plan CL obtained from reecting the level of satisfaction at the
lower bound process
ILt 

Let t
− 11− t  0 :
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The corresponding increasing process AL is given by
ALt  _ L− 11− exp
 

1− sup0stfXs sg
!
t  0
where

 1


− r  1−− 

:
From (i)a(iii) we know that the price of every policy CL is nite because  > ^.
Hence, for any initial wealthw > 0, we can nd L  Lw such that CLw is budget-
feasible.
By the same arguments as in the proof of Lemma 4.12, one can now show that
the expected utility of the plan CLw is nite i
IE exp
 

1− sup0sfXs sg
!
<1
where  is, as usual, an independent exponential random time with parameter 
. From equality (31), we deduce that the above relation holds true i
IE exp


1−fX g

<1 :
Since  is independent of X and exponentially distributed, this is equivalent to
 > 


1−

 
1− :(34)
Now, note that, for  # ^, the right side of this inequality increases to



1−

 ^
1−  ^ >  ;(35)
where
^  lim
#^
  1


− r  1−− ^

:
Equation (35) follows by the denition of ^. Hence, there are  > ^ for which
Inequality (34) is violated and for which, therefore, the associated plans CL have
innite expected utility, even though their price is nite. 
4.4.2 Explicit Computations
In order to obtain closed-form solutions for (2), it still remains to calculate all prices
ΨCL L > 0 and to identify the parameter Lw for which ΨCLw  w. To this
end, let us introduce the LØvy process
Zt Xt t t  0;
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where
  1

− r  1−−  :(36)
This allows us to rewrite AL in the form
ALt  _ L− 11− exp


1− ~Zt

t  0
where
~Zt  sup
0st
Zs  sup
0st
fXs sg t  0 :
Now, we are able to compute the prices ΨCL and utilities IEUCL L > 0 explicitly
in the following two cases:
Assumption 4.14 (i) Z has decreasing paths only.
(ii) Z does not have decreasing paths only and all its jumps are nonpositive (Z 
0).
Let  and  be exponential random times, independent of X with parameter
 and r  > 0, respectively. Then, both Assumption 4.14 (i) and Assumption
4.14 (ii) ensure that ~Z and ~Z are exponentially distributed under IP and IP
respectively. In fact, if Assumption 4.14 (i) holds true, we evidently have ~Zt  0
which corresponds to the parameter values     0 for the respective exponen-
tial distribution. Under Assumption 4.14 (ii), we may apply Lemma 4.13 (ii) with Z
instead of X to identify the exponential parameters as the unique positive solutions
to
    and    r  (37)
respectively.
Thus, proceeding from Equations (24) and (29), we now can compute
ΨCL  1


8>>>>>><
>>>>>>:

L−
1
1− − 

if   0
1−
1− − L
− 11− −  if   L− 11− ;  > 0

1− − 
− 1−− L−

 else
(38)
and
IEUCL  1
 
8>>>>><
>>>>>:
 _ L− 1− if   0
1−
1− − L
− 1− if   L− 11− ;  > 0
  
1− −
− 1−− L−

 else.
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Hence, an agent with initial wealth w > 0 optimally follows the consumption plan
CLw with
Lw 
8>>>>>>><
>>>>>>>:
w  −1− if   0 
1− − 
1− w  
!−1−
if w  w^;  > 0

1− − 


1−−
 w
− 
else
where w^  1 1−−.
Furthermore, using Lemma 4.13 (iii), one can show that    by a straight-
forward calculation. This allows us to represent the agent’s maximal utility (the
value vw of the program (2)) by
vw  1
 
8>>>>>>><
>>>>>>>:
w   if   0

 
1−
1− −
!1− 
w  
  
!
if w  w^;  > 0
 − 1−−
 
w
1− −
! 

else.
The above formulae give us the desired explicit solution to the investor’s utility
maximization problem (2) in the homogeneous setting of Section 4.2.
As pointed out by Remark 4.10, Theorem 4.9 does not characterize completely
the parameter values for which problem (2) is well-posed in the present context.
However, under Assumption 4.14, this problem can be solved:
Lemma 4.15 Under Assumption 4.14, the parameter restriction  > ^ of Lemma 4.9
(iii) is also necessary for problem (2) to be well-posed. More precisely, suppose that
Assumption 4.14 is satised and that the parameters of the problem are such that
  ^  r  1−


1−

−:(39)
Then we have
sup
C2Aw
IEUC  1
for any initial capital w > 0.
Proof : As in the proof of Theorem 4.9, choose some  > ^ and consider, for
every L > 0, the lower bound IL obtained from IL by replacing  with . Again, the
corresponding consumption plans will be denoted by CL, and we will write S for
the analog of the supremum process S. For simplicity, we assume that   0.
We have
Ψ CL  L
− 11−

IES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and
IEU CL  IE
Z1
0
e−^t
1


e−tL−
1
1− St

dt  L
− 11−
 IE
S
where  and  are independent exponential random times with parameters r >
0 and ^ > 0 respectively.
In order to meet the budget-constraint, we choose L such that Ψ CL  w. Note
that this is indeed possible because of  > ^. By the above calculations, this gives
us
vw  sup
C2Aw
IEUC  w


IES
IES
:
Hence, to show that vw  1, it suces to prove
IES
IES
! 1 as  # ^.(40)
Using Lemma 4.13 (ii), it is easy to see that
IES 


1− − 
and IES 


1− − 
where  and  are determined by
   ^ and    r  (41)
with 
 1−r1−− . A straightforward calculation based on Lemma
4.13 (iii) shows that      by a straightforward calculation.
This allows us to conclude that
IES
IES



 1− − 

1− − 





1− −

−1−
:(42)
Using the denition of ^, one can show that ^  1− is the unique solution to
^ ^^  ^(43)
with ^  1− r 1−− ^. Since, by denition,  depends continuously
on  and because Equation (43) is the limit of Equation (41) for  # ^, this shows
that  ! ^  1− as  # ^. Now, the claimed convergence (40) can be read o
Equation (42). 
Remark 4.16 Theorem 4.9 and Lemma 4.15 show that our method provides the
complete solution to the utility maximization problem (2).
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4.5 Examples: Brownian Motion and Poisson Process
This section illustrates the preceding results by two case studies, X being either a
Brownian motion or a Poisson process. For the special case of Brownian motion,
our results allow to recover (and extend) the results by Hindy and Huang (1993).
In particular, we will recover the singularity of optimal consumption plans with
respect to Lebesguemeasure in this setting. By contrast, in the Poisson case, optimal
consumption may occur in gulps and at rates.
4.5.1 Geometric Brownian Motion
For X  Wt; t  0, a Brownian motion, the parameter condition (23) ensuring
well-posedness of our problem (2) takes the form
 > ^  r  1
2
2
1− :(44)
Note that this is exactly the regularity assumption needed in the context of the clas-
sical Merton portfolio problem; compare, e.g., Karatzas and Shreve (1998), Remark
3.9.23, Merton (1990), Section 4.6, or Korn (1997), Corollary 3.3.7.
Recall that the result in Hindy and Huang (1993) is obtained by use of the Bell-
mann methodology under the additional parameter restriction
 < r  1− ;(45)
confer their Equation (41). Our approach, however, shows that this assumption
can be dispensed with. Only the natural well-posedness condition (44) has to be
required; compare Theorem 4.9 and Lemma 4.15.
Let us now focus on the economic interpretation of the results in the Brownian
case. Recall that the agent consumes whenever the process
ALt  _ L− 11− exp
 

1− sup0stfXs sg
!
increases. Since X is Brownian motion,  is given by
  1


1
2
2  r  1−− 

:
From this we can immediately infer the following fundamental dierence be-
tween the classic time-additivemodels and the Hindy-Huang-Kreps (HHK) approach:
While, in the time-additive case, agents typically consume all the time, in the HHK-
framework, it is typical that optimal consumption occurs periodically (and can even
be singular with respect to Lebesgue measure as in the Brownian case considered
here). This has already been pointed out by Hindy and Huang (1993). In their case,
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i.e., when (45) holds true, the agent never refrains from consumption totally. In
fact, our analysis shows that this is the case i   0, i.e., i
  r  1− 122 :
It is interesting to see what happens if this inequality does not hold true. In this
case, the overall supremum of the Brownian motion with drift Wtt; t  0 is
nite almost surely. Therefore, the investor’s cumulated total consumption is nite
with probability one as well, even though the time horizon is innite. Moreover,
there is an almost surely nite last time of consumption. However, since this is not
a stopping time the agent will not consume all his wealth at that time because he
does not know for sure that there will not be another opportunity for consumption!
To illustrate this point further, let us calculate the optimal portfolio for an agent in
a standard Samuelson-type model of the asset market.
Portfolios Consider a complete nancial market with one risky asset whose price
evolves according to
P0 > 0; dPt  Pt  dWt r  dt t  0
for some  > 0. The agent uses the asset and the bond to nance his consumption
plan CL. Under IP,
Wt Wt t t  0
becomes a Brownian motion and the discounted asset price P  e−rtPt; t  0
is  as usual  a IP-martingale with
dPt   PtdWt t  0 :
Denote by
VLt  IE
"Z 1
t
e−rs−t dCLs
Ft
#
the present value of the remaining consumption at time t  0. The portfolio strat-
egy L in the asset we are looking for has to satisfy
dVLt  LtdPt− e−rt dCLt t  0 :
Theorem 4.17 The agent puts a constant fraction of his wealth in the risky asset:
LtPt
VLt
 


;
where  is as in (37).
Remark 4.18 This similiarity to the original Merton portfolio problem has already
been obwerved by Hindy and Huang (1993).
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Proof : We are interested in the representation of the martingale part of VL as a
stochastic integral with respect to W. We will therefore compute VL explicitly.
We have VL0−  ΨL, which has been computed in (38). For t > 0 we proceed
along the same lines as in the proof of Theorem 4.9 and the calculation of (38) to
obtain:
VLt  e
−t

 
IE
"Z 1
t
r  e−rs−tALsds
Ft
#
−ALt
!
:
The above expectation can be rewritten as
IE
h
ALt_ L− 11− e 1−Wttsup0sfWts−Wtsg
Fti
where  is an independent exponential random variable with parameter r  and
  r  1−− 

− 1
2
 :
The Markov property of Brownian motion and Lemma 4.13 (ii) allow us to conclude
that this is equal to
ALt L
−=

e
tALt−e
Wt
where  is determined by (37) and   1−− , a strictly positive constant be-
cause of condition (44). The present value of the consumption policy CL is therefore
given by
VLt  L
−=

e
−tALt−e
Wt:(46)
Hence,
dVLt  VLtdWt terms of bounded variation
and we conclude that at each time t  0 the investor must hold
Lt  


VLt
Pt
shares of the risky asset in his portfolio in order to nance the consumption policy
CL. 
Remark 4.19 If   , the agent invests all his wealth in the risky asset. This
case can be viewed as a single-agent equilibrium of the stock market for this type of
investors.
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Consider again the case when there is an almost surely nite, yet imperceptible
last time of consumption. This occurs, as we pointed out above, i
 > r  1− 122:
In this case, the investor’s level of satisfaction eventually decreases at rate  forever,
inducing an ever increasing appetite. His wealth, however, decreases at a higher
rate, namely
 , as can be read o (46). Thus, the investor’s relative level
of satisfaction  the fraction of his level of satisfaction and his wealth  remains
large. This in turn drives him to wait for better times to come. He keeps being
engaged in the risky asset although he knows that with probability one he will be
‘unlucky’ from some point in time on. This illustrates that, as already noted by
Hindy and Huang (1993), an investor whose preferences exhibit local substitution
is less risk averse than his time-additive counterpart, because he obtains utility
from past consumption which makes him less dependent on current consumption.
He can aord to invest in the risky asset and to refrain from consumption for a
while in order to speculate on a higher future level of satisfaction.
4.5.2 Geometric Poisson Processes
Let us now study Poisson price processes, i.e., we let X  Nt; t  0. A jump of
the process N corresponds to an unpredictable ‘price shock’ or, in the terminology
of Hindy and Huang (1993), an ‘information surprise’. We distinguish the two cases
where the shocks are ‘good’ (price decrease) or ‘bad’ (price increase).
Upward Price Shocks First we consider the case of ‘bad’ upward price shocks, i.e.,
X  −Nt; t  0, a Poisson process with downward jumps and intensity  > 0
under the objective probability IP.
For this choice of X, the optimization problem (2) is well-posed i
 > ^  r  

1−e− 1− e − 1

:
As in the Brownian case,
ALt  _ L− 11− exp
 

1− sup0stfXs sg
!
;
but now
  1


e − 1 r  1−− 

:
In contrast to the Brownian case, it now may happen that Z  Xt  t; t  0
has decreasing paths only. Indeed, this is the case i   0, i.e., i
  e − 1 r  1− :
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Hence, a very impatient agent (characterized by a high rate of time preference ),
optimally consumes his whole wealth by one single gulp at time t  0. If the agent
is not that impatient, then, apart from a possible initial gulp, he only consumes at
rates
dCLt  1

e−tdALt  r  1−−  
1− e
−tALt1f ALt60gdt t > 0
until an upward price shock makes him refrain from consumption. After a while,
when his wealth and appetite have become large enough again, he restarts con-
sumption until the next shock, etc.
Downward Price Shocks In the second Poisson example, there are ‘nice’ down-
ward price shocks, i.e., X  Nt; t  0 with N as before.
As usual,
ALt  _ L− 11− exp
 

1− sup0stfXs sg
!
where, in this case,
  1


e− − 1 r  1−− 

:
Observe that now X has positive jumps and, therefore, neither Assumption 4.14
(i) nor Assumption 4.14 (ii) holds true. Hence, the closed-form expressions for the
prices of optimal consumption plans and their utilities as derived at the end of
Section 4.4 are no longer valid here.
However, we still have that the utility maximization problem (2) is well-posed if
 > ^  r  

1−e 1− e− − 1

:(47)
Remark 4.20 We conjecture, but cannot yet prove that condition (47) is also neces-
sary for well-posedness of problem (2) in the case considered here. Note, however,
that we know by Theorem 4.9 that the problem is ill-posed if  < ^. Thus the only
open case is   ^.
Economically, it is interesting to note that, depending on the parameter values,
two types of (optimal) consumption behavior can emerge in the presence of down-
ward price shocks considered here:
 If we have   0, then, once the investor has started consumption, he con-
sumes continually at rates
CLt  e
− − 1 r  1−
1− e
−tALt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and takes a gulp
CLt  e

1−

e−tALt−Nt
whenever a nice price shock occurs. This is due to the fact that prices decline
very fast and the relative wealth of the consumer increases.
 If the world is not such a comfortable one, i.e., if  < 0, then the agent con-
sumes only in gulps, namely every time a nice price shock causes AL to reach
a new maximum.
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